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In recent years, ultrafast control of exchange interaction between microscopic spins in magnetic 
materials has attracted a lot of attention, both experimentally [1-3] and theoretically [4-7]. However, 
most of these theoretical models rely on single band systems while real materials exhibit a more 
complex multiplet structure. In the aim of studying the control of exchange interactions in such 
multi-band systems, we report the study of a two-band Mott-Hubbard model at half filling under 
periodic driving. We show that the Heisenberg exchange interaction Jex has a similar dependence on 
the driving as for the single band case. Moreover, we demonstrate that the additional biquadratic 
exchange interaction Bex , only present in the two-band model, cannot be enhanced over the bare Jex. 
Beyond the control of exchange interactions, we report the emergence of a novel coupling between 
the spin sector and the doubly ionized charge sector. For special driving frequencies, this coupling 
can dominate over the exchange interactions even without resonantly exciting the system. The 
presence of such non-resonant and reversible spin-charge coupling is supported by numerically 
solving the time-evolution of the full two-orbital Hubbard model under periodic driving fields. 
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